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FROM 

SUBJECT 

: Chairman. Software Control Board 

• A little si a tup; report on Apollo spacecraft computer 
programs 

A number of interesting spa -fS it computer program things came up at our 
.July 10 Software Control Board Meeting and subsequently*I would liX- 
Just make a note of them before the formal minutes are distributed, 

MI TJs long .range attack on the luminary computer cycle problem 
curing descent is development of wnac they 
[’hey have an offline vei 

V r\ *i r] 
They have an offline version called ’’Zerlina- running now. 

call 
f» 

variable servicer 0 ‘ 
ning now. We plan to 

eview and then decide what to do with it at our August 
meeting which will he in time to apply to Apollo 15, I have mixed feel- 
mgs about variable servicer. Obviously, we think the ster-s v? 
ior ApojJLo .Land are aripni;^ a■»•. ..l. _„■■■. . ,, - ' — •• aj-c —C'iUv.w*., xUi lufii citing oij.-snud” 01 Zerliua. 
though, is that it is designed to correct a couple of other problems. 
Specifically, MIT now-agrees with Grumman that the cross pointers can be 
in^error by as much- as 3.5 fps during terminal descent. (Note; This is 
not a new anomaly. It existed on .all previous flights.. We Just were not 
av.-are oi how cad it was until Cnnt Tillman rubbed our noses in it - 
severa-L times.; This display of horizontal velocity is not manda 
Apollo 3.4 crew feedback since the meeting indicates it -nearly is* 

uor;- 
uene 

Cernan in^particular thinks it*s very important that we fix it right away 
Coincidentally, some manufacturing problem has made it necessary for- 

o Court over on the Luminary ropes. And the flight schedule Raytheon t 

uc'v 

Luminary 
abou 

slipped such that mid-Septembea 

Therefore, we have shelved the original Apollo 14 versior 
s now the “normal” program release 

i r is preparing 
300 words of the 

program development plan for* transferrin 
Landing Analog Display Routine (R 10) from Zerlin 

Jjariixiiarj,- - s/his being one easiest, least risky way of fix trip- the cross 

pointer anomaly in MIT * s opinion. And, that;s what we *11 probably end up 
ll.ying. Incidentally, this R 10 change also fixes the n ermv wi-nWi 
occurs earlier in descent and v.u a few other jo . 

b. As you know, there are three rather significant new capabilities 
wo fire adding Iso the command. siodLul© computer v?oTh?v hc?v~ ^ ] ] 

civv 0.lOo j.op some time s ctie ? nro 1 eirieijteo. ** p ^ ^^ ■**p*r* ■! ^ 

ior analysis and crew evaluation. We are now putting two of these pro¬ 

grams under configuration control. They are the reduced workload ”Mihkey" 
rendezvous and the Universal Pointing Programs. We are doinsr this even 



though I am pure a number of changes are still desirable because they 
are in pretty good shape now and we*11 never get them settled down 
without configuration control. 

c. The third addition is the new SATURN DAP which was supposed to 
make manual steering during the launch phase easier for the crew. Cur” 
rently, there is some uncertainty that the new system is better. Don 
Cheatham is attempting to settle this issue with the help of FCSD, MIT. 
and some astronauts. I am hoping we may find we can delete it and save 
everybody a lot of work and grief. It was interesting to discover that 
the design of the DA? does not only help the crew but even provides the 
capability of manual steering with unrelated Saturn failures such as 

engine-out or hard-over. 

d. In order to relieve the massive workload of the LMP during ren¬ 
dezvous y we have finally agreed to provide automatic rendezvous radar 
updating into the AGS for Apollo 15.. This data will be relayed to the 
AGS through the PGNS downlink. All the necessary coordination has been 
done to insure compatibility of the two systems. 

e. We also intend to do something to help the Skylab command module 
crew during rendezvous. Specifically, we are "creating” a rendezvous 
radar using software with the VHF ranging by implementing a program 
developed by TRW which is said to deduce accurate range rate informatio 
from the-range data. We are going to provide two modes. One will dis¬ 
play to the crew the current range and.range rate on the DSKX. The 
other will permit the crew to input a future time at which the DSKY wil 
freeze on the range rate value for convenience in working the backup 
chart solutions. 

f. Finally, Steve Copps suggested a worthwhile economy, i*e., dele¬ 
tion of a12 testing of the rendezvous and landmark tracking programs 
in earth orbit. This, of course, implies'that they can not be used 
but no alternate mission requires them, so that * s fine. The price was 
right so we bought it. 
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